
LocaL RuLes
1.  out of Bounds (Rule 27):
 a) Outside the boundaries of the course.
 b) The Clubhouse enclosure, car park and practice grounds.
 c) Beyond the inside points at Ground Level of the White Stakes on the holes 1,8 & 9.

2.  Water Hazards (Rule 26):
 As defined by yellow stakes and or lines.
 (Note: bridges crossing the hazards are in the hazard)

3.  Lateral Water Hazards (Rule 26):
 As defined by red stakes and or lines.
 (Note: bridges crossing the hazards are in the hazard)

4.  Immovable obstructions (Rule 24.2):
 Pump house, fort, embedded distance markers, wooden sleepers (except when in a hazard),
 winter teeing mats, permanently sited seats, sprinkler heads, course toilets, course furniture,
 drinking fountains and bridges.

5.  Movable obstructions (Rule 24.1):
 Stones in bunkers, water hazard posts and direction posts are movable obstructions.

6.  artificially surfaced Pathways:
 These are an integral part of the course.

7.  Fixed sprinkler Heads:
 Relief from an immovable obstruction may be under Rule 24.2 (See #4 above). However, and in
 addition, if a ball lies within 2 club lengths of the putting green, but not in a hazard, and a fixed
 sprinkler head intervenes on the line of play between the ball and the hole, the player may take
 relief as follows: - the ball may be lifted and dropped at the nearest point to where the
 ball lay that.
 (a) is not nearer the hole.
 (b) avoids interference by the sprinkler head and.
 (c) is not in a hazard.
 The ball may be cleaned when lifted.

NoTe: Please check Notice Board for temporary Local Rules before play.

PeNaLTY FoR BReacH oF LocaL RuLe.
- Match play     - Loss of Hole
- Stroke play     - Two strokes

Please rake bunkers after use - Leave Rakes in Bunkers.
Repair Pitch Marks - Replace Divots.
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